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HOW IS SPECTRA TRANSFORMING THEIR CLIENT
FAMILIARISATIONS TO VIRTUAL FAMILIARISATIONS DURING
LOCK DOWN?
OUR AIM: To bring an authentic, cultural and personal experience of our destinations,
virtually, to prospective buyers who plan incentive programmes in the UK in the future.

A Spectra Familiarisation
Over many years, Spectra has showcased our destinations in the UK over countless
familiarisation visits. All have resulted in business and we have made some good friends in
the process too. Spectra works on three strong principles, when structuring a fam itinerary
for clients, i.e. that it should include the opportunity to learn, connect and discover. We
also plan on including fun too, after all, education should be fun, and our teams love to
have fun!
With the support of our suppliers, we have enjoyed unparalleled success in giving clients
the opportunity to acquire new knowledge on our destinations within an experiential miniincentive programme. Our clients have taken home some amazing memories to share with
their colleagues & clients and made some great friends - all resulting in a great ROI for
everyone’s time and sponsorship.
In an industry where so much depends on relationships, our clients have enjoyed the
opportunity to get to know us, trust us and, through the experience, learn about Spectra’s
professionalism and teamwork.

A Virtual Spectra Familiarisation
We knew we had to find an alternative way to share our great cities since many planned
fams were cancelled in 2020 due to Covid-19, but we were determined that any alternative
would be authentic and, given all that was happening, to be uplifting and fun too.
As with any familiarisation, our first thought was to plan on the inclusions, consider the
route, feature a host of incentive quality suppliers, showcase what’s new and most of all fit
the programme to workable timings. We had a huge number of images & videos from
Spectra’s recent events and it was reassuring to know that with the right tool, our clients
would witness a catalogue of OUR events first-hand.
We were set on producing a Virtual Fam which would:
• Share the history and culture of our Capital Cities
• Visit hotels & venues
• Immerse our guests in activities and tours with some active participation
• Include the fun facts that make our destinations unique
• Some networking with other professionals
• Meet up with the Spectra team who would share their experiences, our
firsts & bring some smiles and laughter

THIS ‘VIRTUAL’ FAM WOULD BE AS
NEAR TO THE REAL THING AS
POSSIBLE!

This ‘virtual’ fam would be as near to the real thing as possible!

THE HOW

The Sourcing

We investigated ways we could give our clients the opportunity to navigate around our cities, acting as their guide to bring the facts
and fun but most of all our expertise in transforming the venues and creating the magic. We turned to existing suppliers, Wildgoose
and Maximillion, with whom we work in London and Edinburgh, respectively. Both had successfully (and with much haste!)
developed an existing platform with which we were familiar to operate virtually during the times we were now facing. The challenge
was on – we needed to make it our own!

The Preparation
Frances and Graeme set to and wrote their routes, featuring some easy multi-choice questions which highlighted the venues we
featured on the route. After a Walking Tour of Edinburgh’s New Town, the client teams could choose which area of the city to visit
next. In London, a red double decker bus was the means for getting around the city, stopping off in the local and characteristic
neighbourhoods. All through the magic of highlighted ‘hotspots’ upon a customised map! This would be done in small teams to
discover the wide choice of activities and venues via photos & video footage of some Spectra events. We also offered our own
Spectra Bonus challenges on some fun facts about cultural differences such as food and music.

The Invitation
We needed to reach out to our clients and make them aware that this would be no ordinary webinar and that they were in for a
treat! We developed an appealing invitation with just enough information to entice. Together with our representation companies,
The DMC Group (USA & Canada) and Destination Marketing Services (Australia and New Zealand), we connected with clients who we
knew would benefit and enjoy our Virtual Fam. Our representation partners would normally accompany our clients and so their role
during the event was to keep the teams focused although it was clear that they needed no encouragement to be competitive!

The Operation
We are by our very nature, meticulous in the planning and much attention was given to the format, the timing and our supplier
partners’ enthusiasm to ensure success on the day. Live technology is never to be underestimated, especially when there are ‘joining
instructions’ for both a Mobile App & Zoom, QR codes and so on!
• Our guests were greeted by Spectra hosts & our representation partners
• Welcomed with a short introduction to our cities & co-partners,
• Given a quick orientation on the game
• Split into teams & scanned their QR code to let the fun commence
The event was engaging from the very start with a host of variety and we timed each Virtual Fam so it was “cocktail hour” (or close
enough) in our clients’ time zone, allowing everyone to relax with a Scotch Whisky, London Gin or even that much needed fam trip
accessory, a glass of champagne!

The Post Evaluation
Every fam is followed up with images of the visit, material on all that has been witnessed and an opportunity to feedback. This was
no exception. Results have been a resounding success with between 95% - 100% wanting more, or the opportunity to share with
their clients and colleagues. Already we have shared this opportunity with a client’s clients. We have been overwhelmed with
responses with one client suggesting that ‘it was the most fun I’ve had on Zoom in weeks!’.

The Result
Spectra, in partnership with Maximillion and Wildgoose, is proud to have pulled off another “Spectra First”. This bespoke challenge
has so far given several of our overseas clients a unique experience in an informative and fun way. So much has been discovered
about Edinburgh and London and the face to face contact was appreciated at a time when we have all needed to make good use of
our time!

If you are interested in learning more about Spectra and our Capital Cities in this innovative and interactive way,
please get in touch!
www.spectra-dmc.com

spectra@spectra-dmc.com

